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CHAPTER DIRECTORS
JOE & JACKIE WOODMANSEE
WOW, what a quick four weeks. July just ended and now we are riding hard
into August. July was a great month, Randy and Linda Porter hosted the $5.00

Picnic Ride in Wadsworth with help from Mick and Virginia Colvin
and Ron and Linda Likely. FANTASTIC JOB and THANK YOU.
Next came the Shiloh Ox Roast and once again I was astonished by the
help we had. By several counts we had 42 people help on Friday Night
and just to let everyone know, Shiloh Fire Department donated $500.00 to Toy Time on our behalf.
Again, GREAT JOB Chapter B. The Shiloh Parade on Saturday started at 7pm but we did have a light
shower before the parade (it was not Ron Norris' fault this time).We had eleven bikes in the parade but more
importantly we made it to Pauls' Drive In afterward for ice cream. Sunday, July 28 was Chapter I Teddy Bear
Ride in Wooster where Chapter B had (by my count) 19 bikes and again we had a great time and afterwards
Charlie and Phyllis led us to The Barn for dinner. This brings us to last evening, Chapter B Midnight Fun
Run at Granny’s' Kitchen in Galion. What a turnout. Once again there were 42 bikes/trikes with
approximately 70 people (it is so hard to count everyone). We want to thank Larry and Cheryl Moore for
mapping and organizing the night ride and their group leaders Larry and Deb Steinhilber, Jerry Eldridge
and Mike Finley, Linda and Randy Porter, Julie and Rich Affolter, Bob Blackford, Fred Brickley for
helping sign-in and games, a BIG thank you to Dodie Brickley along with her daughter and son in law for
tagging door prizes, Robbie and Lucy Kennedy for furnishing the Corn Hole boards, Jim and Carol
Culler for the use of their tables and for the FULL support from Chapter B Membership in making the Fun
Night very successful. Additionally, the Midnight Fun Run would not have been as successful without
our FRIENDS from Chapter C3 (Strongsville), Chapter I (Wooster), Chapter P (Medina), Chapter V
(Ashland) and our NC Section Leader Wayne Wolfe.
Who rocks Ohio- CHAPTER B.
Joe and Jackie Woodmansee

"B" Part of the Journey

Progressive Dinner
Ride

Thanks to
Rita Eldridge for the
Pictures!!
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Larry Moore and Barb Howard won the $25.00 Door Prizes!!!
ASS’T CHAPTER DIRECTORS
Randy & Linda Porter
Hello once again...another month has rolled right past us.....Is it my
imagination, or it showing my age, but they sure do roll by faster and
faster? A lot has happened since we last corresponded.
We were fortunate to travel to Wing Ding 35 in Greenville, South
Carolina – what a time that was. We traveled with Randy's cousin and
husband – Linda and Ron Likely. Started off with a detour for them
and Randy questioning if he gave them good directions for where we
were going to meet. Then, we had rain off and on the entire trip. We made it in two days and arrived in a
drizzle to set up our tent at Table Rock National Park. We had a good week with a lot of rain – in fact so
much rain, that we gave up camping when we had to sleep in our rain suits one night as the tent was leaking
so much. Thank goodness, the motel had extra rooms and we were able to get one for the rest of the week.
After we didn't win the big prize, we headed back to Ohio. The first day heading back was on Sunday and
what a challenge that was – we made 200 miles in rain, rain, rain compounded with traffic tie-ups galore.
This was Linda Likely's first long trip and I must say she was a trouper – laughed and laughed so much.
Prepare now to go to Madison, Wisconsin next year for Wing Ding 36. They won't guarantee the weather,
but they will guarantee that we have a good time.
This last Sunday, we had the privilege of cooking for the $5.00 picnic. What a great turnout that picnic
brought. The food was good, but the company of the Chapter was even better. Thanks to Ron and Linda
Likely for selecting such a charming park for us. For those of you who didn't attend, Wadsworth is a neat
place to visit. Then, some of the Chapter ended up at Hartzler Dairy in Wooster for home-made ice cream.
What could be better??????
We looked forward to the outing at the Iron Pony and the Ox Roast at Shiloh where we help the Fire
Department. Debbe and I took orders faster than the Chapter could make the sandwiches. All in all, the
Chapter members are a great team of workers and have fun doing it. (We just have to watch the guys so that
they don't take too many breaks on the picnic table.) Then came the Midnight Ride the first part of August.
Did I say August? Why when I started this article, it was the beginning of July. My, oh my, where does the
time go?
Take care – God bless and we look forward to seeing you at some Chapter B function soon!!!!!

Randy & Linda
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MOTORIST AWARENESS
RANDY & LINDA PORTER

Hot and Wet
This summer’s Rides
It seems to me this summer has had 2 riding conditions. It is
either very hot or we are riding in the rain. The month of June seemed
more like April than June. It felt like it rained every day.
The heat is hard to enjoy the good rides and takes your attention away from the traffic situations.
Sometimes we ride with improper gear, including riding without helmets. Not a good idea at all. Or, we ride
without properly covering our legs and arms. This may be cooler, but leaves us open for more wounds if we
were to have an accident.
Of course riding in the rain is more stressful; unless you have an expensive windshield which sheds
the water better than mine does. It is hard to see much ahead of the bike when raining hard, plus your helmet
shield is hard to see through. I try to carry a cloth along with me to wipe things off, but it seems that it likes
to fly off the bike when I forget to hold it, or place it where I think it is out of wind, etc. And, off it flies.
The next problem is hydroplaning. Two years ago we were at the Wing Ding and taking a ride one
afternoon when a storm came up and it rained very hard. The bike hydroplaned and we were lucky enough
to survive the situation without a problem. It happened so quickly; I did not expect it and all of a sudden we
were sideways; the knowledge to know what to do when your bike hydroplanes can certainly help you
survive.
This year's trip to Wing Ding was very, very wet and the riding was very dangerous all week.
Coming home was just as bad. We drove 2 hours in the rain in terrible traffic where we could
not see around us and the exhaust smell was bad. I went to South Carolina expecting the bad
heat but instead got bad driving conditions with constant rain.
The whole point of this article is to remind everyone to be very careful and alert as this summer
seems to want to test us all. Get plenty of rest, pay attention to both road and weather conditions, don’t forget
those rain suits and drive safe and stay alive.
Look forward to seeing you at our next outing.

See you soon, Randy & Linda
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NEWSLETTER EDITORS
JIM & CAROL CULLER
(REMEMBER TO LOOK FOR YOUR MEMBERSHIP NUMBER IN
OUR NEWS LETTERS)
August half gone already!! Time really does fly, if you’re having fun or not.
The $5.00 picnic ride after the July meeting was a big success. There was a
lot of good food with a fantastic turnout. Thanks to Randy & Linda Porter,
Mick & Virginia Colvin and Ron & Linda Likely for having the burgers and dogs ready. It was a
nice ride to Wadsworth and a good ride home with some of us getting a little damp and others getting
wet! Gage went with Jim, as I was working, and had a good time. I really did miss going as I had
fun last year.
There were a lot of Chapter B Members Friday the 26th working at the Shiloh Ox Roast. As Joe and
Jackie stated, Shiloh Fire Department donated $500.00 to Toy Time on our behalf for our efforts.
So, all of our good work and efforts certainly went for a good cause. On Saturday the 27 th we had a
good turnout with 10 bikes in the Shiloh Ox Roast Parade. Just as Ron Norris and Jim got there,
so did the rain (could that be Ron’s fault). Someone hinted that Ron may be the “Rain Maker”.
Fortunately, the rain lasted for just a few minutes and the parade started on time. Thanks to everyone
who participated. It is appreciated.
Now, we are looking forward to the trip to Renfro Valley. I did take the time off from work for this
trip and I am really looking forward to it. Time for some needed relaxation with a lot of good friends.
Last year the trip was fantastic and I know this years’ will be just as good. Everyone going can look
forward to a great relaxing time. From what I understand, a lot of people have signed up to go.
Take Care, Love You all!!
See you at the Meeting

Jim & Carol

Thanks to Susan Kennedy
For the pictures!
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SENIOR CHAPTER EDUCATORS
TED & JOYCE STRUTZ
Since we have a lot of rides planned for the rest of the summer
I thought a refresher on group riding might be a good thing to write
about, especially since we have some newer members. This
information comes from a booklet put out by the Motorcycle Safety
Foundation. Their disclaimer states that the article is not intended to
cover every riding situation, but to provide general conceptions of
some of the major aspects of group riding. The safety of the individual
rider is the main concern.
Group riding is much more difficult than riding individually. Although we are not a military convoy,
many of the situations encountered by the group may be similar to those of a convoy and may cause the
group leader to execute maneuvers in a rigid or quasi-military fashion. The object of motorcycle touring in a
group is to travel safely from Point A to Point B while enjoying the ride and surrounding area.
A group usually consists of THREE to SEVEN motorcycles, with a group leader and a rear bike referred
to as the back door. These two motorcycles must be equipped with CB radios. Any bikes without radios and
trikes should be placed in the middle of the group.
The group travels in a staggered formation. This formation enhances the lateral maneuverability of each
bike and also increases the available braking distance. It also allows the group to occupy the entire width of
the travel lane, which discourages cars from trying to enter into or occupy the same lane. This riding pattern
is always used unless conditions, such as narrow roads of sandy shoulders, cause the group leader to change
to a single file formation. In that case the lead will announce single file on the radio and give the proper
hand signal. As soon as road conditions allow the group should revert back to the standard staggered
formation.
Groups in excess of seven bikes should be avoided, as large numbers of motorcycles occupy too much
space on the roads and highways and can become disruptive to the normal flow of traffic. Maneuverability
and safety are also compromised. Several normal sized groups travelling together should be separated by at
least several minutes spacing on highways.
Which lane to travel in depends primarily on the size of the road and traffic conditions. On two or three
lane divided highways, the leader may select the first travel lane (the slow lane). With traffic sparse and exits
few and far between, selection of this travel lane will allow high-speed traffic to pass and exiting and
entering vehicles ample time to prepare without disrupting the group.
The travel speed of the group should be that of the posted highway speed or comparable to prevailing
traffic, unless road or weather conditions dictate otherwise for motorcycle travel. When a group of
motorcycles is accessing a highway from an on ramp, the group leader should have the group travelling at a
speed equal to that of the prevailing traffic at the time of access. In this manner a normal size group should
be capable of blending in without disrupting traffic flow. Should highway traffic be very heavy, it may be
necessary for the group to open up and for each bike to access the highway individually, regrouping when
possible. The lead may have to announce this quickly on the radio for the group to open up.
When the lead decides to change lanes, he will ask the back door to advise him when the lane is safe and
then seize the new lane by moving into it, thereby blocking upcoming traffic from proceeding past the
group. As soon as the lane is clear up to the lead, the back door will inform the lead that the lane is
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available. The lead will flash his turn signal and proceed to the new travel lane. As each succeeding rider
prepares to change to the new lane, a quick mirror check and head check should be made just prior to the
actual move. It is important NOT to anticipate the leaders move to the new lane, as changing situations may
cause the leader not to move to a new lane. In that case the leader will let the back door know to cancel his
request for a clear lane and the back door can resume his position at the rear of the group.
The CB radio is used as a travelling aid and allows the leader and back door flexibility in directing the
group of bikes. The lead and back door retain channel priority. Group talk should be kept to a minimum and
there should be a pause between transmissions in case the lead has need to give further direction.
Ride smart...Ride safe
Ted & Joyce
JULY REPORT
Meeting Attendance
65
Other Seminar Activity
0
Seminar by Newsletter
125
Seminar at Meeting
65
“TIRE PRESSURE SEMINAR”

Level I
Level II
Level III
Level IV

27
14
5
5

SUNSHINE LADY
Sue McAvoy
July and the 1st part of August have been fantastic. So many fun activities going on
and what participation. Sorry I could not make some of them. We hope everyone
had a great time and we’ve got more to come until the riding season ends. Just
want everyone to know that since I have joined the Chapter I have met and cherish
so many of your friendships. Belonging to Chapter B is a rewarding experience.
We are planning for the apple butter making at our house just like last year. We
look forward to having everyone there. See you at the meeting.

Have a good day! Love ya, Sue
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COUPLE OF THE YEAR 2013 – JERRY & RITA ELDRIDGE
Well!! The month of July is over. Where has the days gone? There have been a
few nice days to ride between all the rains. There was a good turnout for the
supper ride to Mrs. Yoder’s. We ended up riding in the car with Larry & Karen
Bland. Going down we all thought "OH" we should have rode the bikes, but on
the way home we ran into some hard rain. At Mrs. Yoder’s I took a really cute
picture of Dodie with her huge dessert. We didn't go to Wing Ding, but have
heard thru the grape vine, it was great except for all the "RAIN".
The day of the supper ride to Spencer, this area had a bad storm come thru,
however, eight of us made the ride? Since the weather cleared off by 5pm we
headed for Spencer. We could not believe all the corn fields along Rt.224 that
had been flattened by the straight line winds. There was water on the road in a few places but, not bad. A farmer told us
the corn would straighten back up and it did to our surprise. . On Thursday nights Pizza Hut in Ontario has their Car
& Bike Show. Jerry has gone over a few times, he saw a few bikes, but mostly cars. I'm sure he'll go again. Just to see
the "1963 STUDEBAKER LARK". You see that brought back memories for him. When I first met him he had a
Studebaker Lark 1963--289 motor with a 4 speed on the floor. He would take it to the drag strip in St. Pete, Fla. "What
a car"; I even liked shifting thru the gears.
The 5$ Picnic Ride was a good time. We got there late because I had church to attend. It's always interesting to see
what 5$ will buy. Did get some good pictures. Heard some of the group got lost on the way home and some ran into
rain. We lucked out, just a light sprinkle for 5 minutes. The supper ride to the Iron Pony was well attended. I heard,
hope it's not a secret, but Dave & Carla had a flat tire at Lazarus and Randy did you need a push there at the Iron
Pony, before the Harley Riders came out. Jerry took the pictures there. I couldn't believe the size of Rich & Susan's
steak.
What a turn out from Chapter B to work at the SHILOH OX ROAST. That Ox Roast is a well-oiled machine. I noticed
that Chapter B members seem to do the same jobs they do every year, which is a good thing; it's all about experienced
volunteers. Saturday night was the parade. The sky was questionable, but Jerry rode the bike over and I took the
Grandson Jake over for the parade. Found a spot to set our chairs, and then the rain came around 6:30. Of course rain
gear was in the car. Rained maybe 10 min., then the sun came out. Not a person around us left because of the rain. A
great parade, took lots of pictures. Today was the Teddy Bear Ride with Chapter I. Chapter B had 15 bikes that
participated. Coming up is CHAPTER B--MIDNIGHT FUN RUN. Aug. 3rd at Grannies in Galion. See you
there, Jerry & Rita
What a great Progressive Dinner!!!!!! "Chapter B". There were two groups led by Jerry & Rita Eldridge--Joe &
Jackie Woodmansee. The timing in between the stops were perfect. As the first group was leaving, we'd meet
group two coming down the road. Appetizers at Frank & Alice Snyder’s--Salads at Rich & Julie Affolter’s-Dinner at Mike & Cheryl Finley’s--Desserts at Scott Wiggins & Mary Bash’s. Total miles, Jerry thought, close to
125 miles. The weather was perfect, except part way home we ran into rain on the south side of Shelby. Hope the rest
of you had better luck going home. You know that the food is always good but, it's the fellowship of Chapter B that
makes all of you special and makes visitors and future members fill welcomed.

Take care
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Jerry & Rita

DINNER RIDE COORDINATORS
DAVE & CARLA VIERS
August 2013
Greetings!
Hope everyone is staying cool! Crazy hot weather we’re having.
Our dinner rides will always be on a “weather permitting” basis from the former Lazarus building at
the mall. We will leave promptly at 5:00 p.m. If the weather is not cooperating, we can meet you at
our dinner ride destination.
We have two schedule rides for August. Dinner will be at 6:00.
1. Wednesday, August 14 at Corner Restaurant, 7980 E. US Highway 224, Bloomville.
2. Thursday, August 29 at Lyn-Way Restaurant, 1320 Cleveland Ave, Ashland.
**Please note – this is not the fourth Thursday – it’s actually the fifth Thursday in

August. We moved our Thursday ride out this month only to distribute our dinner rides
more evenly.
Be

safe and stay cool! See you soon!

Dave and Carla Viers
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AUGUST 2013 SUNDAY

MONDAY

CHAPTER “B” ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE

TUES

WED.

4
Bd: Jerry
McAvoy
A: Don &
Amy Jones

5

6
A: Mike & Judy
Border

7
Bd: Kathy
Smith
A: Don &
Kathy Smith

11

12

13

18
9AM Chapt
B Meeting
Bd: Cindy
Long
Bd: Bryan
Stump

19
Bd: Phyllis
Barnette
Bd: Larry
Steinhilber

20

25

26

27

14
6pm. Corner
Stone
Restaurant
Bloomville
Bd: Ron
Scheid
21
A: John &
Sheila Pifer
A: John &
Julie
Hochstetler
Bd: Cheryl
Finley
28

THURS

FRIDAY

2

3

9
Bd: Sandy
Hartzler

10

15

16

17

22

23
Bd: Ron
Norris

24

29
6pm Lyn
Way Rest.
Ashland

30

31

Birthdays and anniversary addresses
Bd……..1….Joan Sautter, 4200 C.R. 29, Galion, Ohio 44833
Bd…….4….Jerry McAvoy,5858 Cty Rd. 30, Mt. Gilead, Ohio 43338
Anniv…4…Don & Amy Jones, 3345 George Hawk Rd., Shelby, Ohio 44875
Anniv…6…Mike & Judy Border, 136 Orchard Park Rd., Lexington, Ohio 44904
Bd…….7….Kathy Smith, 2145 Meadowood Dr., Mansfield, Ohio 44903
Anniv...7….Don & Kathy Smith, 2145 Meadowood Drive, Mansfield, Ohio 44903
Bd……9….Sandy Hartzler, 876 Greensview Dr., Wooster, Ohio 44691
Bd…...14…Ron Scheid, 20 Riverview , Shelby, Ohio 44875
Bd…...18…Cindy Long, 118 W. Church St., Galion, Oio 44833
Bd…...18…Bryan Stump, 109 Glenwood Heights, Mansfield, Ohio 4903
Bd…...19…Phyllis Barnette, 10185 W. Pleasant Home Rd., West Salem, Ohio 44287
Bd…...19…Larry Steinhilber, 5444 Co. Rd. 57 , Galion, Ohio 44833
Anniv.21…John & Sheila Pifer, 944 Stewart Rd. N., Mansfield, Ohio 44905
Anniv.21…John & Julie Hochstetler, 413 Cty Rd. 1302, Polk, Ohio 44866
Bd…...21…Cheryl Finley, 605 St. Rt. 314 North, Mansfield, Ohio44903
Bd…..23….Ron Norris, 2847 Myers Rd., Shelby, Ohio 44875
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SAT.

1
Bd: Joan
Sautter
8

Open daily: 10:30 A.M. -9:00 P.M
(Feb.-Apr. & Sept.-Oct.)
10:30 A.M. - 10:00 P.M. (May-Aug.)
17 Church St. Shelby, Ohio

419-342-3201
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NORTH CENTRAL SECTION CHAPTERS
CHAPTER B: 3rd Sunday, 9:00A.M. Buffet Breakfast Gathering to follow. Liederkrantz 1001 Silver Lane Mansfield,
CD Joe & Jackie Woodmansee Ph. 419-683-3403 Email joecwood@hotmail.com
CHAPTER C3: 1st Saturday C-3 9AM Breakfast 9 AM Gathering Kartels Kitchen, 4741 Pearl Rd. (SR 42 S.)
Strongsville, Oh.
CD James (Dave) & Barb Hicks Ph. 216-509-4836 Email littldogs1@sbcglobal.net.
CHAPTER I: 2nd Saturday 5 PM Dinner 6 PM Gathering 2nd Saturday Ryans Family Steakhouse 3743 Burbank Rd,
Wooster, Oh. CD Bob & Becky Benjamin Ph. 330-276-5900 Email amishtrike@aol.com
CHAPTER P: Last Sunday, 8AM Breakfast 9AM Gathering, Panera Bread Restaurant Medina, Oh.
CD Ron Marcinko 330-416-1460 blk93wing@aol.com
Chapter V: 4th Saturday, 5:30 PM Supper 6PM – Beuhlers Restaurant , Ashland, Ohio
CD – Dennis & Cathy Carpenter 419-929-8385 firewing54@yahoo.com
CHAPTER W :2nd Sunday, 6PM Dinner, 7PM Gathering, Marion Diner, 1565 Marion-Waldo Rd. Marion, Oh.
CD Keith Rasey

Chapter Directors
Joe & Jackie Woodmansee
619 E. Main Street
Crestline, Ohio 44827

MEETING: SUNDAY, AUGUST 18TH – 9 A.M .
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